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Brown, who is a professor of history at the
University of Cincinnati's College of Applied Sci‐
ence, traces the local reaction and responses in
Ohio to the First and Second Banks of the United
States (BUS). She provides evidence, mostly from
local and regional newspapers, but also from
manuscript sources, on the citizenry's view of
events surrounding the "monster." While she sup‐
plies a great deal of evidence that Ohioans felt the
impact of the Banks, she does not make clear

ies done by Charles Calormiris (which she mis‐
spells both times) and myself that showed that
Ohio's banks were relatively better off than those
of other northern states after the Panic of 1857
not because of the state systems or the safety
fund, but because of the widespread branch net‐
work. Indeed, there is little discussion throughout
of branching in the private sector. However,
Brown adequately discusses the implications of
the BUS's branches and their impact.
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Brown's discussions of the Second BUS would
have benefited from a thorough reading of Tim‐
berlake and David Martin, not to mention writers
of the day, such as William Gouge and William
Leggett. In other words, too often it is unclear
what fundamental principles--what "mindset," in
modern slang--the various actors worked from.
Her study is, however, exceptionally valuable
when it comes to detailing the interactions be‐
tween the BUS and its branches, pointing out the
critical value of honesty in branch managers.
Brown's careful discussion of several scandals
shows that trust was a "symbol of safety" in ante‐
bellum banking. She also does a fine job of show‐
ing the difficulty of evaluating talent--aside from
honesty--of the BUS administrators, who had to
deal with distant employees in an era when com‐
munications were, by our standards, primitive.
On the other hand, there is little appreciation for
how the politicization of the banking system, like
the postal system, was primarily a function of the
Jacksonian Democrats and not the Whigs; or of
how the creation of mass parties by the Jacksoni‐
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